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• Radioisotopes production at cyclotrons
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• Physical observables:
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Radionuclide production at cyclotrons
• Classical cyclotron produced radionuclides are produced by very well-established technologies
using mostly liquid or gas targets. Typically, they are produced routinely on an almost daily basis
and therefore present the bulk of targetry solutions offered by the cyclotron manufacturers.
• Among these classical radionuclides are: 18F, 13N, 11C and 15O. These four PET radionuclides are
also commonly referred to as “standard” radionuclides in literature and are mostly produced
using low energy medical cyclotrons.
• Also 123I and 111In are two of the cyclotron produced radionuclides used in SPECT studies that
can be regarded as classical.
• Active research is in progress on new, emerging radionuclides. A coordinated research project
(CRP) was proposed by IAEA on:
Therapeutic Radiopharmaceuticals Labelled with New Emerging Radionuclides
• The conclusive report of the Technical Meeting (Vienna, 2014) recommended focusing on
67Cu, 186Re, 47Sc
as emerging theranostic radionuclides.

Theranostics radionuclides
• Implementation of the concept of theranostics that aims at combining diagnostics and therapy.
Specific radioisotopes need to be developed:
• Radionuclides that possess identical (44Sc/47Sc, 64Cu/67Cu, 152,155Tb/149/161Tb) or similar (99mTc,
188Re) chemical properties so that they can be linked to the same molecule
• A single radionuclide for both imaging and therapy (117mSn, 233Ra)
• The whole «nuclear alphabet» involving α,β+/-, conversion and Auger
electrons finds useful application in nuclear medicine.
• Very interesting and active field: development of numerous radioisotopes
with different decay properties (LET, Q value, T1/2…) in addition to good
chemical properties

• Other interesting concept: multimodal imaging, for example combined PET-MRI scans with 52gMn.

Another view at the chemical elements

Radionuclide production at cyclotrons
Principle of production

Transmutation base

Cyclotron

target material irradiation by charged particle beams,
p, d, t, 3He, α or
inducing nuclear reactions that transmute the material into heavy ion beams
radionuclide of interest

Nuclear reactor

Target material inserted in the neutron flux field undergoes neutrons
fission or neutron activation transmuting into radionuclide
of interest

Generator

Long-lived parent radionuclide decays to short-lived
daughter nuclide of interest. Daughter nuclide elution
follows in pre-determined cycles

decay

• Advantages of cyclotrons: Production of proton rich elements used as β+ emitters for PET scans, Decentralized
production allows for back-up chains, High uptime, High specific activity in most cases, Small investment in
comparison to nuclear reactor, Little long-lived radioactive waste
• Disadvantages: Regional network of cyclotrons and complex logistics needed for short-lived produced
radionuclides, Radionuclide production limited depending on installed beam energy

Cyclotron types
Cyclotron type
Small medical cyclotron

Intermediate energy cyclotron
High energy cyclotron

Energy
Range

Approximate number

Typical location

< 20 MeV

1050

Hospitals
Universities
local commercial plants

20–35 MeV

100

Regional commercial plants
Research institutes

> 35 MeV

50*

Research institutes
cancer proton therapy centers

*Excluding proton therapy cyclotrons

From M.A. Synowiecki et al., Production of novel diagnostic radionuclides in small medical cyclotrons, EJNMMI Radiopharmacy and Chemistry (2018) 3:3

Radionuclide production at INFN

SPES:
Selective
Production
Exotic
Species
(or hope in latin)

The new high-energy (70 MeV) and high-current (750 μA) proton-beam cyclotron installed at LNL-INFN (Legnaro)

A complex cycle
Interdisciplinary activity!

this lecture

From A. Boschi et al., Interdisciplinary Tasks in the Cyclotron Production of Radiometals for Medical Applications. The Case of 47Sc as Example, Molecules 2019, 24(3), 444

Theory is important
First steps: theoretical and experimental nuclear physics studies
1. to interpret the measurements of production cross-sections and to guide the
measurements towards the most promising production regions (energy window,
targetry, isotopic varieties).
2. to complete the measurements with estimates of production of radioactive
contaminants that are challenging to measure.
3. to provide estimates of stable isotopes that are difficult to measure if one relies
on activation and/or radiochemistry techniques.
4. to support the development of standardized production, quality control and
recovery procedures for ultimate use in radiopharmaceutical development.
It will require use of validated nuclear reaction codes to ccurately define the
abundances of contaminants that are too difficult to measure.

Nuclide chart
About 100 chemical elements
About 3000 known nuclides

• Radioactive decay

• Nuclear reactions

Nuclear reactions
•

Nuclear reactions: powerful tool to investigate matter and the nature of sub-atomic forces
• Similar to chemical reactions: final state can be different from initial
• …but different from chemical reactions: final state not determined univocally.
For any entrance channel, many exit channels are possible -> higher richness and research/discovery potential.

Many reaction channels available, depending on projectile, target, energy. Virtually with an unlimited number of
possible quantum states.
Example:

• Many final states are radioactive and presently some are still unexplored and potentially interesting.
From C. Bertulani, Nuclear reactions, arXiv:0908.3275v2 [nucl-th] 14 Jul 2010

Physical observables in nuclear reactions
For any reaction A(a,b)B different quantities can be defined to describe the process:
• Cross section (models and data)
Quantity related to the probability of a given process between projectile and
target. It is evaluated with theoretical models and from experimental data.
• Rate (irradiation profile)
Quantity related to the number of a given beam of particles (with energy,
intensity, profile…) colliding with a given target (with a given thickness,
density, enrichment…)
• Yield (radionuclide production)
Quantifies the number of nuclides produced per incoming charge
• Purities (contaminants)
Quantity that defines the quality of the produced nuclides

Cross section
Typical experiment:

Cross section:

Dimension of AREA
Unit: [barn] 1 barn = 10-24 cm2
It can be defined for all the possible processes in A(a,b)B.
Total cross section σT
𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇 = 𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎∗ + 𝜎𝜎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝜎𝜎𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 + ⋯

σij=partial cross sections

Elastic channel
Inelastic channels (reaction cross section)

In general:
𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇 = 𝜎𝜎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇 𝐸𝐸

It depends on the beam energy.

How to calculate the cross section?
• When shooting a target, the probability of hitting it increases as its area increases.
• A first attempt from geometry!
• By analogy, we can associate to each nucleus a geometrical area, directly related to the probability of a
projectile to interact with that nucleus: this area is referred as the cross section for the reaction.
Classically, the cross section is the combined geometrical area of
the projectile and the target nucleus:
𝜎𝜎 = 𝜋𝜋 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 + 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡

𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅0 𝐴𝐴1⁄3

Typical cases:
• H+H
• H + 238U
• 238U + 238U

2

𝑅𝑅0 ≈1.2 fm

order of magnitude
1 barn

σ=0.2x10-24 cm2
σ=2.8x10-24 cm2
σ=8.2x10-24 cm2

The situation is more complex due to quantum mechanical effects and due to the different interactions.
In nature there is more than geometry!

How to calculate the cross section?
• Cross sections vary by many orders of magnitude depending on the physical interaction involved in the reaction
Strong (nuclear) force
Electromagnetic force
Weak force

σ ~100 b
σ ~10-6 b
σ ~10-20 b

• Generally difficult to calculate cross sections from first principles
- resort to theoretical nuclear models to describe the reaction mechanisms
(cross section known as excitation function)
- very active field since the seminal model by Bohr (1936)
- many approaches available (phenomenological, microscopic, ab initio…)
- step eased by modern computational techniques
• Nuclear force has range ~ fm
nuclei can react with one other if they can come close to each other
• However: charge of protons determine repulsive force at any distance
Coulomb process always present

Important factors
• Energy/mass conservation
Q-value of a nuclear reaction: the difference in masses of the products and the reactants

Threshold (for charged projectiles): minimum kinetic energy that the projectile must have in order to
open the channel of the reaction
• Coulomb barrier

It drops off with distance as 1/r.

Effect of barriers
The general features of nuclear reactions are determined by threshold energy and Coulomb barrier height:
• If Eth<Ecb in the energy interval between Eth and Ecb the reaction occurs due to the tunnel effect only
and thus the probability is very low. However, just after the Coulomb barrier the probability
increases rapidly to the maximum value.
• If instead Eth>Ecb , the probability is null until Eth, then increases just like the first case.

Centrifugal barrier
Generation of angular momentum lћ for projectiles with different
impact parameters b. Each annular ring corresponds to the area defined
by a given impact-parameter range and its associated l-value.
The indicated direction of rotation corresponds to ‘‘glancing’’ collisions
represented by the two upper projectile trajectories. The middle
trajectory leads to a ‘‘head-on’’ collision without angular momentum
generation.
The amount of energy tied up in rotational energy Erot depends on the impact parameter and constitutes a
centrifugal barrier:

• It drops off with distance much faster than the Coulomb barrier, i.e., 1/r2 vs 1/r.
• It is not the result of a real interaction. Rather, it can be viewed as removing that fraction of the energy from the
entrance channel that must be ‘‘spent’’ in angular momentum conservation and is thus not available for a reaction.
The energy tied up in conserving angular momentum is not available for the reaction.

Reaction mechanisms
General feature: two limiting cases

peripheral collision
head-on collision

direct reaction
compound nucleus reaction

Direct reactions
• Mechanism:
- The projectile interacts primarily with nucleons at nuclear surface
- Energy and mass transfer are small
- Masses and energies of outgoing particles related to initial ones (memory of entrance channel)
• Single-step process
a+A->b+B
• Timescales ~ 10-22 s (transit time through target nucleus)
• Typical reactions: elastic and inelastic scattering
transfer reactions (e.g. stripping, pick-up…)
• Processes more likely at high energies
1
𝜆𝜆~
-> λ decreases -> interaction more likely with single nucleon
𝐸𝐸

Compound nucleus reactions
• Incident particle has impact parameter b<R (nuclear size)
- many nucleon-nucleon collisions inside composite system
- compound nucleus (CN)
• Two step process (Bohr, 1936):
1. a+A -> C* (formation of CN)
2. C* -> b+B (decay of CN)
• Initial energy of projectile share among many nucleons.
- if (after many collisions) nucleons acquire enough energy
particles can be emitted = particle evaporation
- alternatively: thermalization and de-excitation (gamma emission)
• Timescales ~ 10-16 – 10-18 s
• Appropriate for:
- low energies (~10-20 MeV)
- medium-heavy nuclei

-> incident projectile has small chance to escape from nucleus
-> nucleus interior is large enough to absorb incident energy

Compound nucleus reactions
• Consider a reaction proceeding via formation of compound nucleus
a+A -> C*
• Decay of compound nucleus
C* -> A+a
C* -> A*+a’
C* -> C + γ
C* -> B+b

compound elastic
compound inelastic
radiative de-excitation
reaction

• Each decay channel associated with
given Q-value
a probability factor or partial width Γa , Γa , Γb
Total width

Γ = Γ𝑎𝑎 Γ𝑎𝑎′ Γ𝑏𝑏 …

• If formation of CN has cross section σa, then the cross section for (e.g.) reaction A(a,b)B is given by
𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =

𝜎𝜎𝑎𝑎 Γ𝑏𝑏
Γ

Independence hypothesis (Bohr)

• Mechanism
- Decay of C* depends only on his properties, not on how it was formed
- Entrance and exit channels are independent from one another
- No memory of entrance channel

Historical result
Experimental verification of independence hypothesis

Entrance
channels

Exit
channels

From S.N. Ghoshal, An experimental verification of the theory of compound
nucleus, Physical Review, 80(6):939, 1950.

Angular dependence

• Direct reaction: forward peaked
peripheral collision: outgoing particle carries most of the incident energy and momentum of projectile
strong correlation between exit and entrance channels (memory effect)
oscillations resulting from wave nature of particles in collision process
• Compound nucleus: nearly isotropic or simmetric about 90°
evaporation occurs in all directions
no relation to entrance channel

Nuclear reactions mechanisms

Direct:
• elastic, inelastic, transfer,. . .
• “fast” collisions (10−21-10−22 s)
• only a few modes (degrees of
freedom) involved
• small momentum transfer
• angular distribution asymmetric
about π/2 (peaked forward)

Pre-equilibrium:
• nucleons emitted before the incident
energy is distributed among the degrees of
freedom of nucleus
• Anisotropic angular distribution smoothly
increasing to forward peaked shape with
outgoing energy
• semiclassical models: exciton model and
hybrid model

Compound:
• complete, incomplete fusion
• “slow” collision (10-12-10-20 s)
• many degrees of freedom involved
• large amount of momentum transfer
• “loss of memory”⇒ almost symmetric
distributions forward/backward
The three mechanisms coexist.

More details in: L. Canton and A. Fontana, Nuclear physics applied to the production of innovative Radiopharmaceuticals, Eur. Phys. J. Plus (2020) 135:77

Reaction rate
• Let us consider a production experiment for a given radio-isotope

• We want to evaluate the number of secondary nuclei generated in the target under specific irradiation conditions
(beam current, irradiation time, target thickness...). This number can be calculated with the reaction rate R
[nuclei/s]:
𝑅𝑅 =

𝐼𝐼0

𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
�
𝜎𝜎 𝐸𝐸
𝑒𝑒 𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜌𝜌𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

−1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

where I0 is the charge beam current (measured in ampere), zproj the atomic number of the incident particle, e
the electron charge, NA the Avogadro number, A the target atomic mass, Ein and Eout the energy of the projectile
impinging on the target and after exiting from the target respectively, σ(E) the production cross section of the
nuclide analysed, ρt the target density and dE/dx the stopping power of the projectile in the target.

Stopping power
The incident particle loses energy and slows down inside the target: the energy loss is given by the
stopping power S:
1 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
[MeV cm2/g]
𝑆𝑆 𝐸𝐸 = −
𝜌𝜌𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
Bethe-Bloch formula:

Thick Target Yield (TTY)
• The yield y is defined as the number of produced nuclei per incoming charged particle and is measured in
[nuclei/C] or in [MBq/µA]. It is related to the rate:
𝑅𝑅
1
𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
�
𝑦𝑦 = =
𝜎𝜎 𝐸𝐸
𝐼𝐼0 𝑍𝑍𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒 𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

• Two cases:
Thin target yield: very little energy loss, with 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 ~ const and
𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖~const in each layer ∆xi

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜌𝜌𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

−1

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ≈ 𝑛𝑛 𝜎𝜎 Δ𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

Thick target yield: we integrate over many layers, by taking into
account the stopping power
𝑦𝑦 ≈ 𝑛𝑛 � 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖

Δ𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
Δ𝐸𝐸
Δ𝐸𝐸 𝑖𝑖

• Care is required since many different definitions of yield are present in the literature!

Activities
Let us evaluate the number of nuclides produced during a given irradiation for a single channel:
• If the product is stable:
𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

• If the product is radioactive with decay constant λ, the number of produced nuclei present in the
sample N(t) satisfies:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)
= 𝑅𝑅 − 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
• With t=0 as time of beginning of the irradiation.The solution is:

• The activity is given by:

• General case with many channels:

1 − 𝑒𝑒 −𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑅𝑅
𝜆𝜆

𝐴𝐴 𝑡𝑡 = 𝜆𝜆𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑅𝑅 1 − 𝑒𝑒 −𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)
= 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 − 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡 + � 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑗𝑗<𝑖𝑖

System of Bateman equations

Activities
Interesting cases often encountered in the literature:
• End Of Bombardment (EOB) thick target yield
𝑦𝑦𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 =

𝐴𝐴(𝑡𝑡) 𝜆𝜆𝑁𝑁(𝑡𝑡)
=
= 𝑦𝑦(1 − 𝑒𝑒 −𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆 )
𝐼𝐼0
𝐼𝐼0

physical meaning: activity per unit current [MBq/µA].
• Saturation thick target yield
𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡 → ∞) = 𝑦𝑦

physical meaning: number of produced nuclei per unit of induced electric charge [nuclei/C].
• Physical thick target yield

Unit: [MBq/µA h]

𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡 → 0

Thick Target Yield (TTY)
Quantity

Definition

Unit

Yield

y

Nuclei/µC

End Of Bombardment thick target yield

a(t)

MBq/µΑ

Saturation thick target yield

asat

MBq/µΑ

Physical thick target yield

aphys

MBq/µΑ h

From N. Otuka and S. Takács, Definitions of radioisotope thick target yields, Radiochim. Acta 2015; 103(1): 1–6

How to optimize the yield?
• Increase the irradiation time
(limitation: irradiation time < T1/2, cost)
• Increase projectile number (current)
(limitation: integrity of the target due to heating)
• Increase target quantity
• Target thickness
• Use of enriched material
(limitation: costs)
• Carefully select the nuclear reaction and the projectile energy
(limitations??? Explore the nuclide chart… )
You are here!

Contaminants
Everything we have seen is true both for the wanted isotope and for the contaminants!
• Essential is the choice of the reaction channel and of the energy interval.
• Not an easy task!
• Important parameters to look at:
- reactions thresholds
- cross sections ratio
- Isotopic Purity (IP):

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =

- Radionuclidic Purity (RNP):

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

Cross sections ratio
The dilemma: to maximize the yield or to maximize the purity?
Comparing production route for 124I:
124Te(p,n)124I

124Te(p,2n)123I

Tools
Talys

A. Koning, et al."TALYS: A
nuclear reaction program",
User Manual (2015)
(developed by NRG–CEA)

Empire

M. Herman, et al, "EMPIRE: Nuclear
Reaction Model
Code System for Data Evaluation", Nucl.
Data Sheets,
108 (2007) 2655-2715.
(developed by IAEA)

T.T. Böhlen, et al."The FLUKA Code:
Developments and Challenges for High Energy
and Medical Applications", Nuclear Data Sheets
120, 211-214 (2014)

(developed by INFN-CERN)

Experimental data
EXFOR database

TALYS exercise
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47Sc
47Sc

is a potential innovative radionuclide suitable for theranostics

It can be also used in combination with 43-44Sc, suitable for PET imaging

β tumor therapy

β-

β- produces
damage in the
DNA and kills
the tumor cell

SPECT
The photons
emitted by the
radionuclide are
detected by a
gamma camera
and the 3D
image is
reconstructed

Routes to 47Sc
Goal: produce the "new" radionuclide with sufficiently high yield and
purity
47Sc

can be produced through nucelar reactions by irradiating targets by
beams of particles accelerated by cyclotrons

Which are the best irradiation conditions (target, particles, energy range,
irradiation time, current) to optimize it’s production?
Some interesting reactions: natTi(p,x)47Sc, 48Ti(p,2p)47Sc, 50Ti(p,α)47Sc
natV(p,x)47Sc

Cross section

Data taken from Exfor
https://wwwnds.iaea.org/exfor/

Nuclear reaction codes
In parallel to experimental data, also theoretical studies are fundamental
to:
 make predictions/extrapolations where data are not available
 understand the mechanisms and generalize the results
 optimize the irradiation conditions for the radionuclide production
We use nuclear reaction codes, like EMPIRE, FLUKA, PHITS or TALYS

TALYS
TALYS is an open source software for the simulation of nuclear reactions
https://tendl.web.psi.ch/tendl_2019/talys.html

Install on Linux. Really simple to run

TALYS input
Example: basic.inp
Simplest input
Some additional options
4 different models of
preequilibrium and 6 for
the nuclear level densities

projectile p
element v
mass 0
energy 20 80 2
preequilibrium y
compound y
preeqmode 2
ldmodel 5

0 for natural composition,
otherwise mass number
(es 51 for 51V)
Emin Emax step
Default = y:
preequilibrium/compound
activated

On the terminal just type:
talys < basic.inp > basic.out

TALYS output files
TALYS produces many files called rpZZZAAA.tot, containing the cross
sections of all the nuclides produced in the reaction
For 47Sc it is rp021047.tot
Units:
E (MeV)
xs (mb)

TALYS cross section

This is not calculated with
the default models of
TALYS, but it has been
modified for this purpose. If
you run the default version
of TALYS you may obtain
different results

Contaminants
Many nuclides are produced in the reaction, apart from the nuclide of
interest
The goal is to have the highest possible purity of 47Sc
Elements of different chemical species can in general be separated with
radiochemical methods
The other isotopes (same element) of Sc cannot be chemically separetad
and their production should be as low as possible
E.g. we identify the optimal energy window of irradiation

Contaminant cross section
The main (most dangerous) contaminant in the case of 47Sc is 46Sc, due to
its long half-life (83.8 d)

Best energy window

46Sc

47Sc

End Of Bombarment Yield
After the calculation of cross sections and the identification of the energy
window, an irradiation (real or virtual) should be performed
With TALYS it is possible to simulate also the irradiation and to obtain the
physical thick target yield
It is the activity per unit of current and time of each radionuclide
𝑨𝑨
𝒀𝒀 =
𝑰𝑰 � 𝒕𝒕

It is usefull to quantifie how much radionuclide is produced

TALYS input for yield
Example: yield.inp
The card to obtain the yields

Target density

Optional

projectile p
element v
mass 0
energy 10 40 1
production y
Ebeam 30.
Eback 19.
Ibeam 0.3
rho 6.11
Tirrad 24 h
(Tcool 0)

Deduced from the target
thickness
In mA

How long the
irradiation lasts

TALYS output for yield
TALYS produces many files called YZZZAAA.tot, containing the activity and
yield of all the nuclides produced in the reaction
For 47Sc it is Y021047.tot
𝑁𝑁 47𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

∑𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

TALYS yield and RNP
Radionuclide
47Sc
46Sc

Irradiation time (h) Yield (MBq/µAh)
24
1.02
24
2∙10-4

Important quantity to quantifie the purity of the production:
RadioNuclidic Purity (RNP)

𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 =

𝑨𝑨 𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺

∑𝒊𝒊 𝑨𝑨 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺
𝒊𝒊

= 0.9998

Considering
only 46Sc as
contaminant

Conclusions
 Innovative radionuclides
 E.g. 47Sc for theranostics: β therapy and SPECT
 To optimize production: experimental data and theoretical studies
 Nuclear reaction codes, like TALYS (include many theoretical models)
 Calculation of cross sections: radionuclide of interest and contaminants
 Identification of the optimal energy window for irradiation
 Calculation of yields and purities
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